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I. INTRODUCTION

Between September 2000 and late 2002 the Pa-

will continue to struggle, with all that prolonged,

lestinian economy suffered immensely due to the

pervasive despair among the Palestinian populace

restrictions on the movement of goods and people.

that that implies.”2

It was indeed one of the deepest recessions in mod-

The activities of the trade union movement are

ern history. In 2003 the Palestinian economy stabi-

severely affected by the overall situation. High un-

lised slightly as violence decreased and curfews

employment and poverty among the members of

were limited. The economic stability, however, re-

the PGFTU have changed the focus of the federation.

mains fragile. Faced with high population growth

Rather than organising workplaces, the unions are

and lack of sufficient job creation, the stabilisation

now concentrating on social issues.

possesses little vitality. “Many Palestinians have lost

During the Second Intifada, the PGFTU offices

their jobs, not only in Israel but also in the Palestin-

were invaded several times by the Israeli Defence

ian territories. The supply of raw materials through

Forces (IDF), which destroyed computers and seized

Israel has been cut off, for example, as have Pales-

papers such as membership documents and the

tinian exports. Olive oil products from the West Bank

union archive.

cannot even reach Gaza, not to mention foreign

Furthermore, the travel restrictions such as the

markets. Gaza, for its part, cannot export its fruit

separation barrier, curfews and closures of check-

and vegetables to the West Bank. It’s a disaster!”

points make it almost impossible to carry out any

explains PGFTU Secretary General Shaher Saed,

real trade union activity. The PGFTU leaders in

conveying the frustration of Palestinian workers

Nablus and in Gaza City are unable to meet due to

who are ‘asking for jobs, not charity!’ “It is the

Israeli travel restrictions imposed on them, and

workers who suffer from collective punishments the

communication is difficult. The fundamental right

most. [...] The most pressing need for workers is

as workers to freedom of association is therefore

the ability to reach their workplace, so they can

violated. In 2003, the PGFTU several times tried in

bring home the bread and milk to feed their fami-

vain to hold its National Congress in Nablus. As it

1

lies”, he adds.

turned out, the delegates were unable to travel free-

The continuing occupation of the West Bank

ly from Gaza and various West Bank towns in order

and the construction of the separation barrier lead

to reach Nablus, and the event had to continuously

to restrictions on movement, and consequently to

be postponed. In May 2004, the PGFTU therefore

losses in production, employment and income. As

held their national congress via videoconference.

the United Nations Secretary General underscored,

Shaher Saed complains: “As a trade union movement

three intertwined areas comprise the Palestinian

we need to convene meetings. However, the occupa-

reform agenda: Governance, security and eco-

tion creates immense problems for us. We have

nomic development. “A viable Palestinian economy

expensive video conferences between Nablus and

is essential in its own right but it can also make a

Gaza. Even in the West Bank it is not easy as the

vital contribution to governance and security. With-

transportation is very difficult due to the checkpoints.

out real and discernible change on the ground – such

For example, we have 17 members in our executive

as more job opportunities and the removal of check-

board from Ramallah. If they want to come here just

points and roadblocks – the Palestinian economy

for one meeting, they need to stay for two nights.”3

1
2
3

International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), Women trade unionists in Palestine: A daily struggle, pg. 2
UN secretary-general in his speech at the London Conference in support of the Palestinian Authority on March 1, 2005, quoted in:
International Labour Office Geneva, The situation of workers of the occupied Arab territories, pg. vi
Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st , 2005
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In April 2004, Israeli forces even prevented

all day. A promised meeting with the intelligence

Palestinian trade union leaders from commemorat-

services never materialised and after waiting in vain

ing the International Commemoration Day for Dead

for days for a permit, he was told that he was not

and Injured Workers. Whilst workers around the

allowed to travel abroad. This humiliation caused

world were gathering to honour deceased, injured

Barghouthi’s lawyer to petition the Israeli High

and sick workers, senior PGFTU officials, including

Court of Justice on his behalf. Yet Barghouthi warns

the Secretary General Shaher Saed were stopped

that it is wrong to blame the Israeli occupation for

on their way to a ceremony in Hebron by Israeli

everything: “Yes, because of our political activism

soldiers at a checkpoint. In a letter to Israel’s Prime

the Israelis arrest us sometimes. But on the other

Minister, the International Confederation of Free

hand we run elections and conferences without any

Trade Unions (ICFTU) condemned the defence

obstacles from Israel. It is a big lie of the PGFTU to

forces’ unnecessary harassment preventing Pales-

say that because of the occupation it is a problem

tinian trade union officials from carrying out these

for them to run democratic elections.”5

4

legitimate trade union activities.

The purpose of this handbook is to shed some

Moreover, Hasan Barghouthi, head of the De-

light on the history, definition, organisation and

mocracy and Workers’ Rights Center (DWRC), an

membership of the Palestinian trade unions. Fur-

NGO not affiliated to the PGFTU, was prevented

thermore, their relations with the government, law,

from leaving the country for meetings in Brussels

International Labour Organisation (ILO) and the

and Jordan. Although no formal reason was given,

international trade union movement will be dis-

the IDF forced him to wait at the Jordanian border

cussed.

4
5

see: http://www.icftu.org/displaydocument.asp?Index=991219223&Language=EN, April 30 th, 2004
Interview with Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20 th, 2005
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II. THE HISTORY OF PALESTINIAN TRADE UNIONS

1. From the British Mandate to 2005

frastructure within which to mobilise politically well
into the Israeli occupation.”6

During the British Mandate
The Establishment of the State of Israel
The Palestinian labour movement, called the Arab
Workers’ Association, was founded in Haifa as

After the establishment of Israel in 1948, the centre

early as 1920 during the British mandate. After the

of the Arab Workers’ Association moved from

Egyptian trade union society it is the second oldest

Haifa to Nablus. Unionists opened branches all over

in the region. The Palestinian labour movement

the West Bank and Gaza. However, the unions went

soon became an important instrument in the strug-

separate ways. Whereas the trade unions in the

gle against the British policy which facilitated Jew-

West Bank came under Jordanian labour law (which

ish immigration to Palestine with the Balfour Dec-

was mixed with British labour law) and merged

laration of 1917. The British administration pre-

with the Jordanian trade union movement in 1960,

ferred Jewish workers in the railway project and

the Palestinian trade unions in Gaza operated under

army camps rather than the native labour force, as

Egyptian labour law. In Gaza, the Palestinian trade

the Jews had received better training and cooper-

union enjoyed relative freedom during Egyptian rule

ated more with the British. In January 1930 the

under Nasser which even encouraged the Palestin-

Arab Workers’ Association had succeeded in con-

ian labour law. The Gaza-based Palestinian Trade

vening their first congress in Haifa. During the

Union Federation (PTUF) convened a congress in

period of 1920 to 1945 communists led the Palestin-

1964 which decided to organise Palestinian workers

ian unions, and in 1939 some communist leaders,

abroad in addition to the six industrial unions in

such as Fuad Nasser, Salem Quasem and Fahmee

Gaza. Consequently 13 exile branches were estab-

Salfeety established the Arab Workers’ Conference

lished throughout Europe and the Middle East. In

which joined the World Union Federation in 1945.

1969, the PTUF became part of the PLO and was

The Arab Workers’ Association succeeded in raising

established with an exile leadership located at the

the number of its members to 35,000 in 1943, im-

PLO headquarters in Amman. During this time the

proved work conditions and wages and introduced

PTUF also became affiliated with the communist-led

the eight-hour workday. However, the famous

World Federation of Trade Unions.7

Secretary General of the Arab Workers’ Association,

The situation of the West Bank trade unions

Sami Taha, was assassinated under contested cir-

was different. Whereas the unions had flourished

cumstances in 1947. When a delegation of the Arab

in the early years of Jordanian rule (in 1953 the

Workers’ Association attended the meeting of the

labour law codified union activity) with the limita-

International Trade Unions Federation in 1948, the

tion that the Communist party was banned by the

society was recognised as the legitimate repre-

Jordanians, the unions were heavily controlled by

sentative of the Palestinian workers.

the state after 1957: “The thirty-nine unions operat-

“The fact that the first ideologically based

ing in 1957 had dwindled to twenty-nine by 1959

movement transcending family lines had been cre-

and to sixteen by 1961. In the meantime, the Gen-

ated was important for the future, and the com-

eral Federation of Unions, which in 1954 brought

munist union structure offered Palestinians an in-

together more than twenty Jordanian unions,

6
7

Sovich, N., Palestinian Trade Unions, pg. 66/67
Taken from Endresen, L. C. & Grimsrud, B., Building the Union and the Nation, pg. 10
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mostly dominated by West Bankers, had moved
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Unification of Unions – Establishment of PGFTU

from Amman to Nablus, where its derivative organisation, the PGFTU, is headquartered today.”8

At the beginning of the 1990s the Intifada was burning itself out, and in order to survive politically the

Israeli Occupation – First Intifada

parties aimed at unifying the many splinter unions.
A meeting of the leaders of the PPP, PFLP and Fatah

The Israeli occupation of 1967 severed the situation

took place in Amman in 1991. Fatah governance

of the Palestinian trade unions even more as Is-

was accepted and the faction-based unions were

raeli authorities closed the union offices in Gaza and

combined into twelve industry-based unions.

all unionist activities were forbidden until 1979.

Shaher Saed was elected head of the PGFTU (Pal-

Many union leaders were imprisoned, harassed or

estinian General Federation of Trade Unions) of the

even expelled. Surprisingly, though the union move-

West Bank. In 1995 he was re-elected at a joint

ment was forced underground, the unions grew: “In

meeting with the PGFTU confederation of Gaza,

the late 1970s, some 12,000 Palestinians claimed

whose leader, Rasem Bayari, became deputy leader

membership. Ironically, the occupation indirectly

of the Palestinian General Federation of Trade Un-

fostered their growth: As Israel tore at the financial

ions (PGFTU).

and economic independence of the West Bank and

The PGFTU soon enjoyed direct international

Gaza, Palestinian workers began migrating to the

support. However, the PTUF (which had been in

factories and construction sites of Israel as well as

exile with the PLO leadership) was still regarded as

to their own urban centers. Bolstered by the initial

the parent organisation at this point.

economic growth of occupation, Palestinian workers
for the first time began to form a working class.”9
In the wake of the First Intifada, the trade

Establishment of the PA in 1994:
“Outside” vs. “Inside”

unions became more and more politicised. Class
demands were subordinated to the nationalist goal

When the Palestinian Authority was established in

of liberation. As trade unions were overtly political

1994, the leader of the PTUF in exile, Haider Ibra-

organisations, the trade union consciousness of

him, was appointed Deputy Minister of Labour.

class struggle generally weakened. The Democratic

However, his attempted takeover of the trade unions

Front for the Liberation of Palestine (DFLP), the

did not succeed since he had little constituency in-

Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP)

side the West Bank and Gaza, and the PGFTU had

and then Fatah began to organise popular move-

already established itself as a representative of the

ments through the trade unions parallel to the

trade unions, enjoying international support. Ibra-

formerly Communist party, the Palestine People’s

him tried to combine the two unions under the name

Party (PPP). These four confederations coexisted

of General Union of Palestinian Workers (GUPW)

from 1982 onwards. A power struggle between

but “of the 19-seat executive, he allocated only two

the factions within the unions started when several

places for representatives from the occupied terri-

local unions within the same trade were established

tories: one for Gaza’s GTUF Secretary General

by the various factions. The result was a total

Rasem Bayari and the other for West Bank Secretary

splintering of the workers’ movement, which

General Shaher Saed. Palestinian unions ‘inside’

amounted to 161 ‘political’ unions in the West Bank

flatly refused the deal. The International Labour

and Gaza, with a combined membership of not more

Organisation (ILO) insisted that it could only deal

than 6,000 workers, most of them politically affil-

with ‘elected’ representatives from the territories,

iated.10

not appointees from Tunis.”11

8 Sovich, N., Palestinian Trade Unions, pg. 67
9 ibid
10 Usher, G., Palestinian Trade Unions and the Struggle for Independence, pg. 22
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Therefore, the PGFTU announced its independ-

deputy minister Haider Ibrahim gets 30,000 NIS

ence from the PTUF, was granted observer status

per month from the PA.”13 Most workers would

and invited to join the activities of the ICFTU, be-

agree with Saed and feel more affinity towards him

coming the Palestinian workers’ representative in

than to Ibrahim. But in reality neither of them was

the ILO.

directly elected by the workers and both are Fatah.

Since this time, an ongoing war of competition

Sadly enough, “Saed’s fear of Ibrahim shows that

between the ‘outside’ and the ‘inside’ has occurred.

power over the unions is passed down from Fatah

“Their conflict, over who controls the union, its

and by extension the PA, rather than up from the

members, money, and status in Palestinian society,

workers.”14

is also over symbolic ownership of the national
struggle. In 1994, when the PLO returned to Gaza,
the tensions between the Palestinians in the occu-

2. The Main Trade Unions Today

pied territories and those who returned with the
PLO from Tunis were palpable and occasionally
violent. While they hailed Arafat’s return, they also

a) Palestinian General Federation of Trade
Unions (PGFTU)

resented the usurpation of their power by his
cadre.”12 This rivalry between Haider Ibrahim,

At the time of writing this handbook the PGFTU

Secretary General of the GUPW (and as such the

appears to be separate organisations – one in Gaza

leader of all Palestinian unions, whether in Lebanon,

and one in the West Bank. Although the PGFTU

Palestine, Syria, or Tunis), and Shaher Saed, the

leaders Rasem Bayari and Shaher Saed are in con-

General Director of the PGFTU in Palestine is det-

stant contact with each other, the Israeli occupation

rimental to a unified labour movement. While Ibra-

and the overall differences between the two entities

him was Arafat’s appointee and spent the occupa-

prevent a unified approach. Out of the 296,850

tion in exile with the PLO, Saed, who comes from

registered workers who are represented by the

Nablus, emerged as a union organiser in the early

Palestinian trade unions, approximately 18,000 are

1980s and led Fatah unions in the West Bank

members of the Gaza PGFTU.

throughout the First Intifada. In Saed’s opinion,

Gaza is organised into four geographical re-

Ibrahim’s legitimacy derives from his connections

gions and comprises eight unions15; the West Bank

to the PLO and not from the workers themselves or

is divided into nine areas with twelve national un-

from his special skills in union building. As Saed

ions16 serving as umbrella organisations for the 186

worked his way up in the union movement and had

local unions.

to bear much hardship during the occupation, he

The public relations officer of the PGFTU,

regards himself as the only legitimate leader of the

Naser, explains: “Out of them all, the most important

workers’ movement although he is technically below

trade unions are Construction and Building, the

Ibrahim in rank. In Saed’s view the union leaders

Textile, Sewing and Leather and the Municipalities

who came from outside do not really have the right

and Public Institutions Union.”17

to lead the union movement inside Palestine. He

The main objectives of the PGFTU are to de-

criticises that: “the people who came with Arafat

velop an independent, democratic trade union, to

have now well paid jobs in the PA. They have a bud-

work towards greater financial independence, to

get of around 100,000 US Dollars per year and the

fight corruption, to increase membership (espe-

11
12
13
14
15

Usher, G., Palestinian Trade Unions and the Struggle for Independence, pg. 22
Sovich, N., Palestinian Trade Unions, pg. 70
Interview with Saed, S., Palestine General Federation of Trade Union (PGFTU), Secretary General, on March 21st, 2005
Sovich, N., Palestinian Trade Unions, pg. 70
Transportation, Metal, Agriculture and Food, Service and Commerce, Construction and Wood, Textile, employees of the Municipality, Post
and Communication
16 Public Services, Chemistry, Health, Transportation, Building and Construction, Textile, Sewing and Leather, Printing and Graphic, Telecommunication and Post, Banks and Insurances, Food and Agriculture, Tourism.
17 Interview with Naser, F., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st , 2005
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cially the number of female members), to campaign

Palestinian Trade Unions

c) Democracy and Workers’ Rights Center (DWRC)

for the establishment of a proper Palestinian Labour
Law, to establish labour courts, to develop health

In contrast to the above-mentioned trade unions

and safety on work sites and to conduct workshops

the Democracy and Workers’ Rights Center (DWRC)

to benefit the workers. Furthermore, the PGFTU

was established with the intention of being a non-

aims to help the trade unions in offering support

affiliated, non-governmental and non-profit or-

and legal services for its members and to provide

ganisation. Inspired by a series of workshops in the

effective (financial) management training.18

West Bank and Gaza Strip on ‘Democracy in Palestine and the Role of Civil Society Organisations in

b) Palestinian Trade Union Federation (PTUF)

Building a State of Institutions and the Sovereignty
of Law’, a group of academics, lawyers, politicians

The Ramallah-based PTUF led by Haider Ibrahim,

and trade unionists initiated organisation of the

Secretary General of the General Union of Palestin-

Center in 1993.

ian Workers, is the representative of all Palestinian

The DWRC was established with the following

unions in Arab countries and clings tightly to its

objectives:

membership in the Damascus-based International

1. To campaign for awareness and education re-

Confederation of Arab Trade Unions (ICATU).
As the official trade union it occupies 15 seats
in the PLO’s principal governing body, the Palestinian National Congress. However, the PTUF is criti-

garding the necessity of depending on law and
democratic negotiations for attaining rights,
2. To spread awareness of the legal mechanisms for
the protection of rights,

cised of not doing enough to enhance the situation

3. To offer free legal consultations,

of the workers. Shaher Saed states, “The PTUF does

4. To conduct training courses to develop the skills

not represent Palestinian workers on the ground

and efficiency of the workers and employees,

because they do not have members, just two empty

5. To promote the role of women in the political,

offices. Unfortunately, the PGFTU cannot represent

economic, social and cultural aspects of life.21

workers officially outside Palestine. The PGFTU tried

Consequently, a main office was opened in Ramallah

to handle the PTUF as a member but they retreat-

with a branch office in Gaza. Apart from the admin-

ed.”19

istration offices, the DWRC headquarters also hosts

DWRC’s director Hasan Barghouthi is also dis-

the main units of the Center which are Legal Aid

satisfied with the work of the PTUF: “They started

and Human Rights, Training and Education and the

a housing project for workers with money from

Elimination of Poverty and Unemployment. Director

workers who applied (1000 NIS application fee) and

Hasan Barghouthi is especially proud of the DWRC

got around 35 million Jordanian Dinar in their ac-

clinic: “We have the first work-related clinic in Pal-

count. But 6-7 years have passed and none of the

estine. It should serve as a role model for the PA

four projects is finished. We went to the court and

that pressures them to include work health in their

to the PLC to complain. The general attorney then

health system, too.”22

froze all money and started an investigation.”20

The Gaza office also provides a training hall for

Until March 2000 Ibrahim remained a senior official

up to 30 participants for lectures, meetings and

in the Ministry of Labour.

workshops.

18
19
20
21
22

see http://www.pgftu.org
Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st , 2005
Interview with Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20 th, 2005
Taken from http://www.dwrc.org, April 28th, 2005
Interview with Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20 th, 2005
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3. Professional Associations

time and 7 part-time staff members. Additionally,
many volunteers join the activities of the DWRC

Aside from the previously-mentioned unions, there

when it comes to lobbying, campaigning and organ-

are also a number of other craft unions, associations

ising workshops.

and in-house unions in the West Bank and Gaza.
Among the most important professional unions are

d) Islamic Trade Unions

the Teachers’ Association, the Engineering Union,
the Medical Association, the Journalists’ League and

While the PGFTU is dependent on Fatah, the Is-

the Lawyers’ Association.

lamic Trade Unions are Hamas-affiliated. Their

Like the trade unions, the professional asso-

focus lies mainly on social work, food handouts and

ciations were split into many groups. Hamas stead-

money for the needy. Members join the trade unions

ily gained influence in the professional associations

mainly to get social benefits. In general, Islamic

from the early 1980s on, and, especially during the

groups, such as the Islamic Society (founded in

last few years, Hamas members have won seats on

1979) and the Al-Salah Association (founded in

the boards of several professional associations. As

1980) prefer to work on an NGO level as it is easier

an example, Hamas gained 11 out of 13 seats of the

for them to gain influence. However, in 1992, the

Engineering Union in 2003. An active ‘Islamic wing

Islamic Workers’ Association was founded in Ram-

of the Medical Association’ was founded after the

allah. It is run by Ahmed El-Qutob; branches exist

board of the Medical Association had refused any

in Nablus, Tulkarm, Jenin and Jericho. The asso-

elections for three years.

ciation concentrates on workers from productive

In the struggle for professionalisation, the activ-

establishments and public services. The Islamists’

ists faced three main problems – first, many leaders

influence on the trade union movement is slowly

held dual positions as members of their profes-

but steadily growing. Attempts to combine the Is-

sional associations and as PNA or PLO officials.

lamic with the secular trade unions have failed so

Secondly, the drafting of laws governing the asso-

far, as Hasan Barghouthi from the DWRC explains:

ciations proved to be difficult since association

“Six years ago we invited Islamic groups to partici-

leaders guarded the drafting process quite jeal-

pate in our workshops; they came, but stopped

ously. And thirdly, existing leaders (regarded as

after a while because their workers came back with

‘dated PLO apparatchiks’25 by the younger activists)

too many questions. We should be very clear in

served extended terms due to the long process of

dealing with the Islamic faction and their Palestin-

drafting new laws, which led to new divisions.26

ian/social agenda. The second we support them this
will be the end of democracy and freedom.”23

Lawyers’ Associations

And Shaher Saed elaborates: “I refuse to let
Islamic trade union under our umbrella, because

This is especially true for the Bar Associations which

we are not a religious organisation. We asked them

govern the legal profession, responsible for oversee-

to change their trade union but nothing hap-

ing that licensing, training and lawyers’ activities

pened.”24

are in accordance with law. Palestinian lawyers
were severely divided along geographical and political lines (Gaza vs. West Bank, ‘outsiders’ vs.

23
24
25
26

Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20 th, 2005
Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st , 2005
as called by Brown, N. J., Palestinian Civil Society in Theory and in Practice, pg. 19
ibid, pg. 20
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‘insiders’, those who boycotted during the Israeli

“First, the unification of the profession into a

occupation vs. those who did not) when the PNA

single syndicate faced hurdles both in the West Bank

was established. It took three years for the Lawyers’

and Gaza. In the West Bank, the syndicates had to

Association to decide merely on the principles of

disengage from the Jordanian parent organisations,

unification and it even took a Presidential decree to

a complex task because their stronger legal status

form an interim board. In 2001, the elections were

was based on Jordanian law and their pension funds

finally scheduled. However, “seven years after the

continued to be held by the Jordanian syndicate.

creation of the PNA, the Bar was a success story

The Palestinian branches worked to resolve this

compared to its counterpart profession association:

separation by allowing their members to continue

It had obtained legal recognition, moved toward

affiliation with both the Jordanian syndicate and

unification, demonstrated independence to a certain

the soon-to-be independent Palestinian syndicate

extent and succeeded in having a law organising its

(rather than attempting to disentangle the organisa-

affairs promulgated. Yet, despite all these successes

tions and pension funds). In Gaza, on the other

Palestinian lawyers had not yet succeeded in elect-

hand, a very different problem existed: the Gazan

ing their leadership and moving their affairs out of

organisations were far weaker (generally ‘associa-

the courts.”27

tions’ rather than ‘syndicates’) and they were often
dominated by government employees. West Bank

Journalists’ League

syndicate leaders insisted that their new, unified
body be autonomous and thus opposed allowing

While no formal organisation for Palestinian journa-

government employees to serve as leaders – effec-

lists existed before the 1990s, there was a broader

tively forcing Gazan leaders to find new employment

Palestinian Writers’ Union affiliated with the PLO.

or leave syndicate work. Unifying a syndicate thus

A new Journalists’ League was established dur-

involved not only a complex divorce from Jordan

ing the wake of the Oslo Agreement. However, the

for the West Bank but also a politically sensitive

journalists were also divided into the older PLO-loy-

divorce from the PNA for Gaza.”29

alists and the younger journalists who regarded

The drafting of the law which combined the

themselves as independent from the national struggle.

syndicates in the West Bank and Gaza was thus a

Furthermore, confronted with many changes (end of

difficult undertaking.

Israeli censorship, recruitment of Palestinian journalists from external news organisations, etc.) the profes-

Engineering Union

sional journalists’ association became divided.
“And it is clear that the current body – known

The Engineers’ Syndicate was very similar to the

as the Journalists’ League, though it sometimes calls

medical syndicates, but the unification process went

itself the Journalists’ Syndicate – is an ineffective

quicker. Even under Israeli occupation attempts to

body disconnected from the journalists, distancing

combine the two syndicates were made. “Immedi-

itself from their professional problems, and only

ately after the PNA was founded, the organisations

28

concerned with working for personal interests.”

began to work toward unification. The obstacles
were the same as those that confronted the medical

Medical Association

syndicate: not only were there multiple organisations, but one was tied to Jordan, while the other

Although the problems concerning the unification

two lacked much independence from the PLO and

of the medical associations were less politicised than

PNA. Perhaps because of its longer history and

the journalist association, the process was compli-

larger membership, as well as the greater independ-

cated as well.

ence of the Jerusalem Center, the Engineers’ Syn-

27 ibid, pg. 24
28 as quoted in ibid, pg. 22
29 ibid, pg. 25
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dicate was able to proceed more quickly with its
30

The strike was led by the elected representative

In February 2000, a

council of non-affiliated teachers. After they went

draft which corresponded mostly with Jordanian

on strike, President Arafat met up with the teachers’

law was presented to the PLC, which placed the

council and tried to persuade them to stop. Shaher

Engineers’ draft far ahead of those of the other

Saed also attempted to dissuade the teachers from

professional associations.

striking as ‘it is illegal under Jordanian law for

draft law for unification.”

public sector employees to strike.’ The President

Teachers’ Association

arrested the leaders and released them after six
days without any compensation. Bassem Makhoul,

The Teachers’ Union is a very active association.

a professor of economics at al-Najah University,

However, the strike of 1997 showed how the PA and

stated: “The teachers were doomed to fail. They

the PGFTU worked together to suppress this non-

were unaffiliated. If they had been in Fatah, they

affiliated grass-roots labour movement’s activities.

would have been protected.”31

31 as quoted in Sovich, N., Palestinian Trade Unions, pg. 72
30 ibid, pg. 26
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III. DEFINITION OF PALESTINIAN TRADE UNIONS

1. Self understanding of the PGFTU

2. Approach of the Democracy and
Workers’ Rights Center (DWRC)

The PGFTU nowadays regards itself as the sole
representative of the majority of the Palestinian

The overall vision of the DWRC is to contribute to

workers’ movement. Although the PGFTU acknowl-

the construction of a democratic and civil society in

edges that there are attempts to establish unions

the Palestinian territories and achieve peace and

outside the PGFTU umbrella, the federation believes

stability under the sovereignty of an independent

that it reflects the major political and labour blocks

Palestinian state next to the state of Israel. The

in the Palestinian community.

DWRC’s mission is therefore to spread democratic

The Secretary General of the PGFTU, Shaher
Saed points out that:

education, awareness of human rights and the
mechanisms of protection of these rights from vio-

“The PGFTU is the first national institution

lations, and to fight unemployment and poverty. The

working independently and democratically inside

DWRC focuses in particular on organising workers

the Palestinian territories. Between the past and

and employees in the public and private sectors and

now there is a great difference. Last year we had

on democratising their representative bodies. By

elections where the constitution, the local and na-

enhancing their organisational skills, the Center

tional union bylaws, the financial bylaw and the

aims at activating the workers’ participation in

electoral system bylaw were approved. More im-

politics and society. The underlying philosophy of

portantly: the conference decided that all elections

the DWRC is to enhance transparency and credibil-

have to be implemented on all levels. We began right

ity within their activities. This means developing a

after that with the elections. Now we are gathering

system of participation, monitoring and internal

the fruits: democracy and independence – our le-

accountability with the aim of developing and im-

32

gitimacy increased in this way.”

proving the Center’s performance. Advocacy work

Furthermore, the PGFTU stresses that the Is-

and cooperation on the local, regional and interna-

raeli occupation has to end before peace can be

tional level with institutions working in the same

achieved. The federation supports the Oslo agree-

field are also among the main tasks of the DWRC.33

ment and the PA, and will continue to support peace

As Hasan Barghouthi, director of the Center,

initiatives which reflect the two-state solution.

emphasises: “We succeeded in establishing organisations like ours in other Arab countries. With
our international organisations we want to start a
revolution. We want to educate the workers so that
they can help themselves. People are thirsty for
new ideas which can liberate them and introduce
them to respecting other points of views.”34

32 Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st , 2005
33 See: www.dwrc.org
34 Interview with Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20 th, 2005
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IV. ORGANISATION OF PGFTU

1. Organisation Structures
a) PGFTU
The union constitution, which was approved in 2004
at a congress in West Bank and Gaza, forms the
basis of the PGFTU structure, and accordingly the
building of unions. Therefore, the PGFTU claims
that the structure is a systematic and democratic
one. During the last couple of years the PGFTU
structure has changed. Shaher Saed points out:
“Now branches exist in all governorates in the Palestinian territories, and not only one office per
governorate. In Hebron for example there are four
PGFTU union offices.”35
I) There are many offices in the PGFTU which run
the work of the federation, such as legal advice,
education, training, finance and administration.
The headquarters of the PGFTU in Nablus consists of a wide range of departments, including
Finance, Labour Relations, Legal Affairs, Women,
Youth, Health (including occupational health),
Affairs for Workers Abroad, Education and Social
Affairs, Research, and Regional and International Relations.36

The PGFTU regional offices collect the membership
dues. Furthermore, departments for Legal Aid,
Education and Women are usually situated in every
regional office. Local training and women’s activities
are mostly organised through these offices which
are spread all over the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

b) DWRC
In contrast to the top-down approach of the PGFTU,
the DWRC is organised from the grassroots up by
promoting workers’ committees at all work places.
The director of the Center, Hasan Barghouthi, who
once was the Secretary General of the construction
and public services in Ramallah, elaborates:
“We had the idea in 1993 when the absence of
real unions encouraged us to organise workers into
worker committees. So far, we have already organised 11,000 local council workers and employees.
Gaza now has a committee and there are efforts to
bring the administration of the West Bank and Gaza
together.”37 During the last three years, workers’
committees were established with the assistance of
the DWRC in the Gaza Strip. This resulted in the
decision to establish a new union structure, the
Independent Workers’ Committees Federation.

The Center’s organisational chart
General Assembly
Board of Directors
General Director
Executive administration

Legal Aid and
Human Rights Unit

35
36
37
38

Training and
Education Rights
Unit

Elimination of
Unemployment and
Poverty Unit

Gaza Branch

Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st , 2005
see: www.pgftu.org/central_dep.htm
Interview with Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20 th, 2005
Chart and description taken from: http://www.dwrc.org
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The General Assembly (which is the DWRC’s high-

Besides support from the International Confed-

est authority) holds yearly meetings where general

eration of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) which spon-

programs of activities, administrative and financial

sors training courses for the PGFTU, and the coop-

policies are approved. The General Assembly also

eration with international trade unions, assistance

adopts the internal administrative and financial

is given by the International Labour Organisation

regulations and elects the Board of Directors every

(ILO) and the Norwegians. Norway alone pays 75%

three years. This Board, which is the official represent-

of the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus.

ative of the DWRC, meets every three months.38
The DWRC action programs are structured into

b) DWRC

the following units:
a) Legal and Human Rights

DWRC’s projects are mainly funded by interna-

b) Training and Education Rights

tional partners such as the EU, The United Nations

c) Elimination of Poverty and Unemployment

Development Program (UNDP), The Katholische

d) Freedom of Association

Zentralstelle für Entwicklungshilfe e.V./Germany,

e) Networking Program

The British Council, CCOO Spain and The Norwegian

Within the structure of the DWRC, special emphasis

People’s Aid (PNA). Furthermore, the DWRC has an

is laid on the non-affiliation to any political faction.

observer status at ICFTU congresses.

Barghouthi regards it as a widespread problem that
‘the political factions still have such a big impact on
the unions’. “Our fundamental role is to democratise

3. Cooperation between Trade Unions

the unions to put them on independent footing. The
current factional leadership will then face a choice:

The different offices within the PGFTU coordinate

either resign or be held accountable to their mem-

cooperation between the trade unions on common

bership by fighting on labour issues rather than

issues. On the local level, there are local councils in

narrowly factional issues. I’m not just talking about

all eleven districts. The offices of the different sectors

Fatah here. All of the PLO factions have had the

inside the local districts are in direct contact with

same abusive attitude to trade unions, using them

each other. On the national level there is communi-

as mere fronts for their political line.” Barghouthi

cation through the election of representatives from

cites labour struggles in Ramallah and Gaza where,

the local unions to the national sectoral unions.

since Oslo, workers have formed their own work-

Communication in general is mainly through email

place committees. “These are the embryonic bases

and telephone. There is also daily contact with Gaza,

of a new union movement,” he says. “The commit-

sometimes through video conferences.

tees deal directly with employers, decide actions,
39

without the intervention of the factions.”

In regard to the NGOs concerned with workers’
affairs, however, the cooperation is not so smooth.
Fathi Naser, the PGFTU public relations spokesman,
explains: “Our relations with NGOs are in general

2. Funding

satisfactory. We have good contacts, cooperation,
coordination and mutual projects.”40

a) PGFTU

The PGFTU has made it clear that it regards
itself as the only legitimate voice of workers’ rights.

The PGFTU is funded by the fees from the workers

DWRC director Barghouthi complains about the

(around 30 NIS per year per worker). As this is not

difficulties with cooperation between the DWRC and

enough to finance the trade union federation, the

the executive committee of the PGFTU: “We told the

PGFTU is highly dependent on external funding.

PGFTU to take advantage of the benefits in working

39 as quoted in Usher, G., Palestinian Trade Unions and the Struggle for Independence, in Middle East Report, No. 194/195 (May – Aug., 1995),
pg. 23
40 Naser, F., Palestine General Federation of Trade Unions (PGFTU), Public Affairs Dep. and Coordinator of ILO activities, on March 21st,
2005
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with us, but they are afraid of financial competition

5. Departments for Youth & Women

(e.g. fund sharing). Anyway, although there is no
official cooperation we have a lot of cooperation on

There are also special departments for women and

a greater level with the PGFTU, such as support of

youth which are considered the most active depart-

the public sector strike and education training. As

ments in the PGFTU. While the Youth and Sports

our many workshops are open to everyone, PGFTU

department works on establishing special clubs for

41

members are also participating.” In general, how-

workers and their families (organising teams in all

ever, the PGFTU brings in trainers from outside to

kind of sports), the Women’s department plays a

train their members.

major role in providing education, training and

The rivalry between the PGFTU and the DWRC

organisational skills to their female members.43

can even be taken to extremes: “An alarming situ-

Palestinian women are hit particularly hard by

ation was the DWRC demonstration in Gaza, when

the economic and political difficulties. More than

PGFTU agents shot police from inside our demonstra-

two-thirds of Palestinian women work in the infor-

tion in order to make them angry at us”, Barghouthi

mal sector. Female workers are faced with low and

says. “They even wrote a letter to the Israeli intel-

unequal pay, low health and safety standards on

ligence to close our office and attack our centre and

work sites and limited job opportunities which are

worker groups. It is sad that international unions

mainly in the traditional sector. “Despite their high

fund PGFTU without monitoring and evaluating

level of education, Palestinian women remain on

them.”42 This fragmentation of trade unions (typical

the margins of the labour market. Against the cur-

for countries in transformation) leads to increasing

rent background of mass unemployment and the

competition between the different groups. Sadly

spread of insecure and low-paid work, women are

enough, the organisations do not seem to consider

hit the hardest by the crisis and play a key role in

productive solutions to overcome this competition,

helping their families and communities ‘survive

which in effect weakens the whole trade union

against the odds’.” […]

movement.

Women workers in Palestine are concentrated
within a limited number of traditionally ‘female’
sectors (education, health, agriculture, textiles), a

4. Main Union Laws and Legislations /
Establishment of new Unions

situation which arose from the traditional gender
division of labour within the Palestinian community
and reinforced by the general economic climate.

From 1953 until 2001, Jordanian labour law was

Only 12 percent of Palestinian women form

the only legislation which allowed the organisation

part of the formal labour market.44 Due to absence

of unions. After 2001, the Palestinian labour code

of support at home and lack of social facilities/ se-

was established, but this law does not address the

curity systems, women usually stop working when

issue of organising unions. At the time of writing

they get married. As women who enter the labour

this handbook, there is a new project for a law titled

market have the double responsibility of work and

‘Organising Unions Law’, but it is still being dis-

family, it is difficult for them to have enough time

cussed in the PLC legislative committee.

to participate in trade union activities. Therefore,

However, it is possible to form new unions.

and in light of the limited participation of women

After handing in the necessary documents to the

in the formal labour market, the PGFTU has a very

labour office, fifty workers can apply to establish a

low level of female membership (only eight percent

new union.

in the West Bank and five percent in Gaza).

41
42
43
44

Interview with Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20th, 2005
ibid
see website of PGFTU: http://www.pgftu.org
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), Women trade unionists in Palestine: A daily struggle, pg. 1 & 6
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With the assistance of the Norwegian Confed-

partment conducts workshops, seminars and lec-

eration of Labour Organisations (LO), the first

tures for women. Recently it organised a large

women’s activities within the PGFTU were launched

campaign to achieve a fair Palestinian labour code

in 1996. The Women’s department, in line with the

for both men and women. At present, the PGFTU

PGFTU’s new constitution, was created in 1997.

is focusing on the issue of participating in the pay-

“‘In 1998, we drew up our strategy, which was

ment of maternity leave within the framework of

aimed at increasing female membership figures,

the social security system. Furthermore, home

educating women in women’s rights and in human

visits, first aid solidarity services and joint initiatives

and workers’ rights in general, improving women’s

with the Palestinian women’s movement are among

working conditions, and educating men in the im-

the many examples illustrating their determination

portance of improving women’s rights,” explains

to develop original and alternative strategies.46 In-

Abla Masrujeh, underlining the importance given

cluded in their achievements are an increase in

to communication through publications or face-to-

women’s participation in the different levels of un-

face dealings.45

ions, new modes of job creation for women, better

In order to improve working conditions for

working conditions, an increase in women’s par-

women, strengthen the role of women in the trade

ticipation in the PGFTU activities regionally and

union movement and support women’s administra-

nationally, and health insurance services for

tive and leadership skills, the PGFTU women’s de-

women.47

45 International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), Women trade unionists in Palestine: A daily struggle, pg. 7
46 ibid
47 see website of PGFTU: http://www.pgftu.org
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V. PGFTU, DWRC & THEIR MEMBERS

1. Payment of Dues

The PGFTU national congress is held once every
two years to elect a new committee which elects or

Each worker pays 30 shekels (NIS) per year for

nominates the main posts. Every union elects its

PGFTU membership. The dues are mainly collected

representative(s) to the national union and all rep-

by the PGFTU regional offices. A few unions collect

resentatives from the national congress for the

membership dues directly at the workplace; a small

sectoral congress which also elects or nominates

number of members pay their dues through a

the main posts. Fathi Naser, the PGFTU public af-

cheque-off system. “For municipality workers the

fairs officer, states: “Ideas of members and office

fees are deducted from their salaries; in other

bearers are appreciated, especially regarding tech-

cases workers pay fees by themselves to the trade

nical issues and are taken into consideration in the

unions,” explains Saher Saed.48 Faced with high

decision-making process.”49

unemployment, the PGFTU has been operating a

The DWRC’s criticism of the PGFTU election

system whereby its unemployed members contrib-

procedure is that since 1982 there has been no

ute five shekels a month and the union matches that

general election for the office of Secretary General

contribution with another five shekels (since April

and that both union federations are controlled by

1st, 2004).

Fatah. The DWRC further points out that since 1997

The PGFTU members benefit from an agree-

there hasn’t been any financial report presented by

ment between the trade union and the Palestinian

the PGFTU. Barghouthi explains: “Our centre asked

Ministry of Health, which enables them to obtain a

for an urgent meeting but we were not welcomed.

discount on public health insurance. In the West

The PGFTU has no power to put pressure on the

Bank the discount is about 50 percent of the normal

labour minister as both are controlled by Fatah.

rate, whereas in Gaza Palestinians pay a monthly

Plus, Shaher Saed has no real members behind him.

health insurance rate of 45 NIS to the Palestinian

He is a Secretary General like a General without

Authority (as compared with 75 NIS at the normal

soldiers. The DWRC has more negotiating power

rate).

because we have members through the workers’
committees (35,000 in Gaza and a little bit more in
the West Bank).”50

2. Election Procedures
All workers have the right to join a trade union

3. Congresses

under the PGFTU umbrella. The election procedures
are based on the unions’ constitutions. Every two

The PGFTU national congress which took place

years members elect their representatives. Every

every two years was held for the last time in May

national union nominates its representatives to the

2004. It was a videoconferenced national congress,

PGFTU congress according to the comparative

making it possible for the unions in Gaza ‘to take

representatives’ formula. For example: 500–1000

part’ in the elections. With a total participation of

members can elect up to two representatives and

over 250 delegates, the same agenda was followed

1001–2000 members up to five representatives.

in the two sessions, with frequent reports on the

48 Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st, 2005
49 Naser, F., Palestine General Federation of Trade Unions (PGFTU), Public Affairs Dep. and Coordinator of ILO activities, on March 21st,
2005
50 Interview with Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20 th, 2005
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progress in debates and decisions exchanged via

that the 15 presidents of their workers’ committees

telefax and telephone. The Congress elected a new

(among them five women) would be representing

34-member PGFTU Executive Board, and national

them at the general conference, as well as eight del-

unions which are due to hold elections will now

egates whom they elected out of 17 candidates.”51

proceed with these under the new framework
adopted by the PGFTU. In response to the DWRC’s
criticism, Shaher Saed voices that on completion of

4. Participation of Women

the sectoral election process by the end of 2006, a
national conference should be able to elect a new

Women’s participation in the PGFTU unions is

federation executive. The hope is that until then

nearly 14% of the total workers, but they sometimes

greater freedom of movement will be assured for

have prominent participation in sectors such as

union members to join the elections. The election

sewing, textile and health services. According to

of a new federation executive would mean a step

Fathi Naser, the PGFTU public relations officer,

into the right direction to make the union more

“Women are active unionists in all offices and part

transparent, democratic and independent.

of the structure of the unions at all levels. They are

The DWRC, in addition to establishing its In-

members of the executive committee of the PGFTU,

dependent Workers’ Committees Federation, organ-

in local and regional unions. In the Salfed area, all

ized four regional conferences in the North, Middle,

members of the workers’ committee for the textile

Khan Younis and Gaza Governorates. “During these

and sewing workers’ union are women.”52

conferences, they elected their regional leaders and

Furthermore, the PGFTU second constitu-

delegates for the general conference, during which

tional conference held in May last year produced

the Federation’s leaders will be elected and its

the first women delegates, most notably the presi-

charter of principles and statutes adopted. The first

dent of the health sector union. The national con-

conference for the North Governorate workers’

gress of 2004 also decided that the quota of women

nd

committees took place on the 22

of September,

in all structures of the union must not be less than

2004 in Beit Lahia. 95 delegates had been chosen

20 percent. The decision resulted from the fact that

by the workers’ committees to represent their 475

women account for only 12 percent of the member-

members at this regional conference, and 86 were

ship, as the percentage of women employed in the

able to attend the conference. The delegates agreed

formal economy is very low.

51 taken from: “Bericht ueber die Gruendungskonferenz einer unabhaengigen Gewerkschaftsstruktur in Palaestina“,
http://www.labournet.de/internationales/pal/foederationsgruendung.html
52 Naser, F., Palestine General Federation of Trade Unions (PGFTU), Public Affairs Dep. and Coordinator of ILO activities, on March 21st,
2005
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GOVERNMENT & THE TRADE UNIONS

1. Bargaining with the Ministry of Labour –
The new Labour Law

law which threatens their businesses and investments. Another problem is the weak position of the
PGFTU in bargaining with the Ministry of Labour.

The Palestinian Labour Code entered into effect in

The PLC is not convinced that the PGFTU represents

January 2002. It allows, for example, public sector

the whole Palestinian working class. Union leaders

employees to organise and to bargain collectively

who have been focused on fighting the Israeli oc-

at sectoral level. However, due to the current situ-

cupation do not necessarily have the negotiation

ation, no real social security system exists in the

skills and power as the following example demon-

Palestinian territories. There is no free choice of

strates:

employment; there is child labour and clear dis-

In 1997 the head of legislative affairs of the

crimination against women at the workplace (al-

PGFTU, Muhammad Aruri, tried in vain to influence

though it is legally forbidden by the Palestinian

the labour law. Finally, it was discussed in 1998 by

National Authority, Ministry of Labour). The labour

the Minister of Labour, selected employers, and the

laws that exist in the West Bank and in Gaza still

PGFTU. Although the fact that the union was in-

stem from old Egyptian and Jordanian codes and

volved in the decision making process could be

are outdated and feudal in character. “A responsible

regarded as a success in itself, the final result,

and above all coherent labour law would do much

namely a weak labour law, was less impressive.

to clarify the working environment in Palestine,

Vague terms left room for different interpretations,

orders set by Israeli occupation forces. One labour

agriculturists were excluded from parts of protective

code could create a social contract between employ-

legislation, and in general employers and govern-

ers, workers, and the government and could only

ment officials were favoured at the expense of the

strengthen Palestinian civil and political society.

workers. While after the first reading the PGFTU

Most importantly, it would protect Palestinians

met with PLC members and the Minister of Labour

whose workplace needs have been ignored by the

to discuss changes, in the second reading (July

political class. Regrettably, the Palestinian labour

1999) apathy ran high; none of the PGFTU execu-

law as it stands in its second reading falls short in

tive committee members and only 25 PLC members

many areas. It does not offer the unqualified right

showed up for the first day of discussions.

to strike, the right to form trade unions, or a mini-

“Aruri sat in the observers’ gallery in shock

mum wage, nor does it establish or even mention

while the law he had negotiated was whittled away

a much needed labour court. It actually codifies child

before his eyes. The workweek went up from forty-

labour around seven-hour days. There are few

five hours to forty-eight. Paid maternity leave re-

health and safety provisions, and employers,

mained at ten weeks, but was afforded only to

rather than the Ministry of Labour, are held respon-

women who had been in that place of employment

sible for workers’ overall health. Why has the

at least six months. The workday for those under

PGFTU failed to pressure the PLC to adopt a law

the age of fifteen was upped from six hours to

53

that protects workers?”

seven. […] The second reading was actually worse

One problem the Palestinian trade unions are

than the first. The next day the PGFTU rallied de-

faced with is the PLC members, who are mainly

partment directors to lobby the PLC. Led by Shaher

landowners and employers. Consequently it is not

Saed, PGFTU leaders sat helplessly in the observa-

in their interest to promote a progressive labour

tion gallery while PLC members voted to cut health

53 Sovich, N., Palestinian Trade Unions, in the Journal of Palestine Studies, pg. 74
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and safety codes and compensation rates. Aruri

labour, asking the Ministry of Labour to introduce

commented that ‘they were discussing a law that

the minimum wage system and the need for com-

was in parts worse than the Jordanian law of 1965’.

petent labour laws which have to be implemented

Aruri concedes that the union should have done

on the ground and not just written in law.”58 These

more than ‘lobby quietly’. It is telling that in July

are the issues will be a closely looked at in the fol-

1999, only department directors went to Ramallah

lowing paragraphs.

to lobby the PLC, rather than workers themselves.
Either the PGFTU could not entice workers to join

a) Minimum Wages

the demonstrations, or the union did not want them
there, or a combination of the two.”54

There is no minimum wage system in the Palestin-

Meanwhile, NGOs lobbied the PLC aggres-

ian territories. A wage committee within the Min-

sively and staged demonstrations. Barghouthi re-

istry of Labour is supposed to determine a minimum

calls the efforts of the DWRC: “We presented an

wage system, but at the moment the employer and

alternative draft with 16 regulations for the labour

employee agree on a minimum wage when entering

law and gave it to the Ministry of Labour. We cam-

a work contract. For Palestinians working in Israel

paigned door to door, had a demonstration a month

the minimum wage is NIS 3,300 (=580 Euros) on a

ago, ran 20 workshops about the labour law from

monthly basis. At the congress of the PGFTU in May

Gaza to Jenin and published information about the

2004 the introduction of a minimum wage system

subject.”55 He insists, “We must fight for the imple-

of NIS 1,700 on a monthly basis (=300 Euros) for

mentation of laws consonant with all the interna-

the Occupied Territories was demanded. However,

tional ILO agreements. At the very least, we must

with the current situation there are no guarantees

aim to harmonise our laws with those in Israel.”56

of even minimal conditions of decent work or the

Shaher Saed defends the initiatives of the

application of any labour legislation. Furthermore,

PGFTU in regard to the labour law: “As unionists

the chance of Palestinian labour in Israel is highly

we have had many problems with the PNA lately.

dependent on the changing restrictions on move-

We organized several demonstrations in 2000

ment of persons. Shaher Saed explains the current

against the PNA and the PLC because the labour

situation: “The ministry can choose a committee for

law as it stands violates ILO conventions 87 and 98.

minimum wages and labour policy according to

But the draft was passed to the PLC without any

subject 37 of the labour code. In the committee are

negotiation with us. We protested and sent a letter

supposed to be five from the PGFTU, five employers

to the Labour Minister and the ILO, but the PLC is

and five from the ministry. But the committee has

still discussing the old law. I read the draft - it is

never met because of restrictions to travel and lack

already 30 years out of date. We had a meeting with

of interest by the ministry to implement it on the

Arafat who was very angry with us. After that I was

ground in case it is approved.”59

invited to a conference in Bethlehem and Arafat

Furthermore the introduction of minimum

closed the area and brought in intelligence officers.

wages is also a difficult issue for the labour move-

So we had the meeting on the street because Arafat

ment to decide: “On the one hand minimum wages

also closed the hotel – we paid 15,000 US Dollars

may play a very important role in economies such

57

for the hotel and we got nothing for it.”

Shaher

as the Palestinian one, where there is an unequal

Saed goes on to outline the challenges ahead: “They

distribution of wealth, many small businesses and

include the introduction of social funds, the speed-

relatively weak trade unions. On the other hand,

ing up of the social insurance laws, stopping child

the introduction of minimum wages may lead to

54
55
56
57
58
59

Sovich, N., Palestinian Trade Unions, in the Journal of Palestine Studies, pg. 74
Interview with Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20th, 2005
Usher, G., Palestinian Trade Unions and the Struggle for Independence, pg. 23
Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st, 2005
Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st, 2005
Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st, 2005
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redundancies and reduce the need for trade unions

d) Health Insurance

to negotiate wages. The latter also applies to other
rights that may be secured either by legislation or

Before his death Arafat signed free health care for

negotiations.”60

unemployed workers, especially former workers
behind the green line (in Israel). 100,000 families

b) Child Labour

now profit from this free health care system. For
those with an estimated monthly income of 1500

In the West Bank it is still legal for minors to work

NIS, the health insurance from the Ministry of

full shifts for six months without pay if their parents

Health costs 70 NIS per month. This covers 90

or guardians so agree. According to Shaher Saed,

percent of the treatment including surgical opera-

49,000 children who are less than 15 years old are

tions.62

employed in the Palestinian territories at the mo-

Shaher Saed elaborates: “The fee changes from

ment. In his opinion, some Israeli employers even

time to time. If a Palestinian worker is employed in

have Palestinian child workers under the age of 15

Israel, 120 NIS per month are deducted from the

because they do not need permission. The PGFTU

salary and directed to the Palestinian ministry. Now

is now investigating this matter in Jenin, Tulkarm

this money should be paid to cover the health insur-

and Jerusalem. It is one of the issues which needs

ance for those workers working in the Palestinian

to be addressed in the new labour law.

territories.”63

c) Social Security Law
2. Double Hats: PGFTU & PA
The Social Security Law was approved in 2003 but
has not yet been implemented on the ground.

As previously outlined, the union movement was

Among other things it is supposed to cover work

heavily politicised in the past. And still today, when

accidents, old age and natural death. Shaher Saed

one enters the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus, a

is sad about the procrastination of this law, explain-

big portrait of Arafat greets the visitor. The question

ing: “The PGFTU met with the ex-labour minister

of PGFTU independence therefore comes to mind

to establish a board about social security. But the

immediately. Regarding this concern, it does not

new minister has problems understanding its im-

help that there are people working for both the

portance and nobody at the ministry is following up

PGFTU and the PA at the same time. Especially

on the topic up right now. The Social Security Law

during the Second Intifada, Palestinian trade unions

should have begun in 2005 with the law from 2003,

maintained close relations with their patron politi-

but nothing has been implemented so far. I myself

cal party. “The PNA rewarded activists (especially

informed the trade union in Jordan to have a train-

those in Fatah) with government jobs. […] And at

ing workshop about social insurance for PGFTU

least thirty-eight officials of the PGFTU were

officers. Next to the fund for employment (emer-

sneaked onto the government payroll. The resulting

gency employment fund) and the trade unions

co-optation and divisions left the union movement

constitutions, the social insurance law is right now

fairly ineffectual. […] Unlike the professional or-

61

the most important issue for the PGFTU.”

ganisations discussed above, Palestinian labour
unions have been completely unable to free themselves of structures and practices that grew up when

60 Endresen, L. C. & Grimsrud, B., Building the Union and the Nation – An evaluation of LO Norway’s support to the Palestinian General Federation of Trade Union, pg. 16
61 Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st, 2005
62 According to Naser, F., Palestine General Federation of Trade Unions (PGFTU), Public Affairs Dep. and Coordinator of ILO activities, on
March 21st, 2005
63 Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st, 2005
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the labour movement was part of a broader na64

tional struggle.”

the level of director downwards they should be

As a result of the apparent lack

included, we cannot deprive them of the trade un-

of independence, many workers who are frustrated

ion.”66 According to the Palestinian labour code

with the PGFTU are leaving to join NGOs, such as

(subject No. 3), the PGFTU cannot represent PA of-

the DWRC. In addition, Mohammed Abu-Zaid, rep-

ficers on the first and second level (Deputy Minister

resenting the Federation of Unions of University

and General Director), and also not home servants.

Teachers and Employees, is accusing the PGFTU of

Furthermore, according to the labour code, the

being dependent on the PLO as leaders came from

PGFTU is not allowed to represent employees who

the political arena and not from the working class,

are under the civilian workers code (municipality

resulting in a fragmentation of the union. “The

workers).

politics is implemented far away from the workers’
influence and they do not really feel represented.
The union movement is totally politicised. Shaher

3. On the way to Democratic Structures

Saed talks about independence, but the people
working for the PGFTU also are working for the

The previously mentioned 2nd Constitutional Con-

factions and members of the PLC are on the board

gress of the PGFTU was held under the slogan

of the PGFTU.” And he goes on to criticise: “The way

‘Enhancing Democracy and Independence of Trade

the PGFTU deals with the health insurance scheme

Unions’. The PGFTU is proud of its implementation

is not acceptable, as the union just gathers the

of democratic structures such as the union constitu-

money. The Ministry of Labour plays the major role

tion and proportional representation. Along with

65

revisions to the PGFTU’s own constitution, a model

While critics of the PGFTU regard the union as

framework for the constitutions of national unions

another instrument of the PA machinery, Shaher

and branch level structures was adopted, along with

Saed recognises the fact that unionists working for

criteria for trade union elections. “This congress,

the PA is a widespread problem. But he defends

organised under the extremely difficult circum-

them: “Some of the trade unionists are employed

stances of Israeli occupation, will move us ahead as

by the PA because they need a job. We just simply

a strong, democratic and independent trade union

do not have enough resources to pay them. That is

movement”, said PGFTU Secretary General Shaher

the most important problem. For example one

Saed following the end of the meeting.67

in implementing the labour laws, not the union.”

Other key decisions adopted by the Congress

leader in Gaza stands fully behind the trade unions,
but he needs a job and money. Therefore he is em-

included:68

ployed by the PA. I on my level can refuse. I had

●

rejection of the draft law governing trade unions

good relations with Arafat on a personal level and

proposed by the Labour Ministry of the Palestinian

I could have had a high position as a deputy min-

National Authority, and a call for this law to be
consistent with ILO conventions 87, 98, and 151

ister but I refused because I have different interests
as a trade unionist. At first the PGFTU’s task was

●

a call for the minimum wage to be set at NIS

to establish an umbrella union by combining the

1,700 with the establishment of a minimum wage

235 unions in the West Bank and Gaza unions. Just

commission to monitor and periodically update

now we can start to become more democratic and

the minimum wage

independent. For ten years we have had the ques-

●

a demand for rapid progress in finalising the

tion regarding who can be a member of the PGFTU.

labour code, which must fully comply with ILO

We are still trying to solve this problem. I think from

standards

64 Brown, N. J., Palestinian Civil Society in Theory and in Practice, pg. 28
65 Notes from presentation given by Abu-Zaid, M., representing the Federation of Unions of University Teachers and Employees, at the First
Ramallah Conference: “Ten Years of the Palestinian Authority – Evaluation, Assessment with Prospects for a Future Vision” on March
15th, 2005
66 Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st, 2005
67 ICFTU ONLINE, Palestinian Trade Union Congress Adopts New Constitution, Strengthening Union Democracy, http://www.icftu.org/displaydocument.asp?Index=991219272&Language=EN
68 ibid
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the establishment of effective labour courts, to

purpose. The PGFTU estimates that the Histadrut

deal with the large and growing backlog of cases

pocketed NIS 400 million between 1970 and 1994.

which remain unresolved

Although this figure may be inflated, Palestinians

the establishment of a PGFTU committee to

paid significant sums for little more than permission

tackle child labour, given the increasing incidence

to enter Histadrut collective agreements along with

of child labour in the West Bank and in Gaza

Israeli workers. [...] In March 1995, after a series

support for a national industrial policy, which

of disputes in which both sides walked out, the

creates urgently needed jobs for Palestinian

PGFTU and the Histadrut finally signed a one-page

workers.

accord stating merely that one-half of the 1 percent
deducted by the Histadrut from Palestinian pay
checks (approximately NIS 1.8 million a year) would

4. PGFTU & the Histadrut

henceforth be paid to the PGFTU. As for the 0.5
percent that the Histadrut retains, it was to be used

Whereas Palestinians in Jerusalem can join both

‘for union activities to protect workers in Israel and

the West Bank federations and the Israeli Histradrut

defend their rights.’ [...] Ironically, the money for

Labour Federation as Israeli labour law governs in

which the union fought has become the primary

Jerusalem, Palestinians from the West Bank and

lever with which the Histadrut enforces its control.

Gaza Strip who work in Israel are not permitted to

After the agreement was signed, the PGFTU had to

join Israeli trade unions or organise their own unions

fight to get the 0.5 percent promised each month.

in Israel. At the same time, Palestinian trade unions

The Histadrut’s delay in handing over the money

in the West Bank and Gaza Strip are not allowed to

was a bitter pill for the PGFTU to swallow, especial-

carry out trade union activities in Israel.

ly as the union had fought for financial compensa-

However, during the post-Oslo Accord era there

tion at the expense of most other issues and subse-

were areas of cooperation between the Histadrut

quently relinquished claims to the earlier Histadrut

and the PGFTU. “To achieve a meaningful peace

deductions in order to secure the monthly trans-

that dipped below the political stratum, unions

fers.”71

would have to put aside national interests and speak

Since the death of PLO Chief Yasser Arafat and

of class issues, bringing workers together in the

the election of Mahmoud Abbas, the ICFTU level (in

process. PGFTU leaders, many of whom had been

which both PGFTU and Histadrut are members) has

deported or spent the intifada in detention, would

served as a meeting point for future cooperation.

accept normalisation in return for the Histadrut’s

At a ICFTU gathering in Brussels on April 14th, 2005,

recognition of Israel’s exploitation of migrant Pal-

Shaher Saed, Secretary General of the Palestinian

estinian workers.”69

General Federation of Trade Unions and Amir

Shaher Saed explains: “In 1998 we had a joint

Peretz, Chairperson of the Israeli trade union centre

project with the IGMetall, Histadrut, and Palestin-

Histadrut, met to develop a cooperative agreement.

ian trade unions (Palestinian Transport Union) and

In a positive and constructive atmosphere issues

we had agreements with the Histadrut on coopera-

such as access for Palestinian workers to employ-

tion. But since the Intifada started the Histadrut did

ment in Israel, relief funds for Palestinian workers,

70

not implement the agreements.”

implementation of a March 1995 Cooperation Frame-

“Though the Histadrut has failed to provide

work, and perspectives for future cooperation be-

services for Palestinian workers, it regularly col-

tween the two organisations were discussed and the

lected union dues from them, with 1 percent of their

commitment to the ‘Road Map’ was stressed by both

salaries being automatically deducted for this

trade union organisations.

69 Sovich, N., Palestinian Trade Unions, pg. 77
70 Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st , 2005
71 Sovich, N., Palestinian Trade Unions, pg. 77
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VII. TRADE UNIONS & THE LAW

1. Right to Strike

activities are sporadic. Shaher Saed complains: “We
need a tripartite system in the Palestinian territo-

The right to strike is implemented in the Palestin-

ries. According to ILO Standard Nr. 87 a tripartite

ian labour code. The procedure of going on strike

system of government, employers and employees

is mentioned in section four of the law in Articles

needs to be introduced. It is important in order to

66–67. Two weeks prior to the strike the workers

have an independent and democratic trade union

have to give a written notice to their employer and

system and free organization and free affiliation.

to the Labour Ministry. This written notice has to

But there has been no code to solve this problem so

be signed by 51% of the workers. However, going

far aside from code number three. At the PLC the

on strike during discussions of the dispute by the

trade union organisation law is discussed but it is

reconciliation committee is not allowed. Strikes have

not like the ILO Standard Nr. 87.”72

taken place in many areas, such as banks, telecommunication companies, and transportation and
health services. Teachers especially have been very

3. ILO Conventions

active in voicing their opinions in strikes.
As a member of the Arab Labour Organization
(ALO), the Palestinian Authority has approved a

2. Tripartite Consultations

huge number of ILO conventions, especially those
concerning child labour, women’s rights, collective

Due to the dramatic situation in the territories and

bargaining, health and safety in workplaces and

the lack of a legal and institutional framework for

work disputes. However, they have not been signed

industrial relations, social dialogue and tripartite

because Palestine is not an official state yet.

72 Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st, 2005
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VIII. THE PGFTU & THE ILO

The International Labour Organisation is always in

through the ‘Employment Task Force’ and the

direct contact with the PGFTU, government and

strengthening of the Labour Market Information

employers to enforce the declaration on fundamen-

System.

tal principles and rights at work as well as at the
ILO core conventions. Therefore, many lectures,
seminars, and training workshops have been held

2. Programs run by ACTRAV

locally or regionally and internationally to enhance
these rights.

The Bureau for Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV) serves
as the main link between the ILO and the workers.
ACTRAV coordinates all activities of the Office re73

1. Main Projects of the ILO

lated to workers and their organisations whether
at the headquarters or in the field. The work concept

The ILO’s program for technical cooperation for the

of ACTRAV, which includes an active presence in

Occupied Territories centers on strengthening the

the field, training or information seminars, coop-

capacity of employers’ and workers’ organisations

eration projects, briefings, studies and publications,

and the Ministry of Labour. There are four main

is designed to promote the fundamental rights of

programs run by ILO in the Occupied Territories:

workers, values of social justice and concepts of

1. Reassessment of existing projects,

equality.74

2. Technical assistance for the creation of the ‘Pal-

ACTRAV has organised many activities for the

estinian Fund for Employment and Social Pro-

benefit of the Palestinian Trade Unions. There is an

tection’,

advanced program run by ACTRAV to assist the

3. Capacity building for the social partners by sup-

Palestinian Trade Unions and to build the capacity

porting the Palestine General Federation of Trade

of these unions. A new project designed by ACTRAV

Unions, the Federation of Palestinian Chambers

provides an IT centre within the PGFTU for the

of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture and the

training of trade unionists. The program, which will

Ministry of Labour, and

run for two years, also provides the trade unions

4. Creating a platform for Palestinian and Israeli

with fundamental resources.

constituents for social dialogue.
The three core programs of the Palestinian Fund
for Employment and Social Protection are:
1. Community Infrastructure Development

3. Cooperation between the
Trade Unions & the ILO

2. Enterprise Development
3. Human Resource Development

The cooperation between PGFTU and the ILO is

Further projects are aimed at implementing a social

regarded by both parties as very positive: “We feel

security system for private sector workers and to

that our cooperation with ILO is satisfactory. The

provide legal aid to secure rights of Palestinian

ILO is convinced to help the Palestinian unemployed

workers in Israel. Furthermore, the ILO supports

workers and therefore decided to establish a special

the capacity building of the Ministry of Labour

fund for Employment and Social Protection. This is

73 taken from: International Labour Office Geneva, Palestinian Fund for Employment and Social Protection, Enhanced programme of technical
cooperation for the occupied territories, Feasibility Study, Geneva, August 2003
74 Taken from ‘About ACTRAV’, http://www.ilo.org/public/english/dialogue/actrav/new/actravnw.htm, November 1st, 2005
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considered the most effective tool to face the current

The cooperation between the ILO and the

increasing problems of unemployment and poverty

DWRC is of a different nature as the director of the

with. Besides, the ILO is fully aware of our entire

DWRC Barghouthi explains: “Although, up to now

situation; therefore, it always tries to find solutions,

the ILO only recognises the PGFTU, the ILO visits

so their role is appreciated with deep gratifica-

us and declares that they depend on our information

tion,”75 Naser, the PGFTU Public Affairs spokesper-

because we report on violations on all levels. They

son and coordinator of ILO activities says.

even attended one of our courses and sometimes

The ILO Representative for the West Bank and

we use their material for training sessions. The dif-

Gaza Strip, Doudine, is also happy about the re-

ference between their workshops and ours is that

lations between his organisation and the PGFTU:

the ILO gives more lectures, whereas we have a

“I am in constant contact with the PGFTU Secretary

more participatory approach.”77

General Shaher Saed. We call each other every
day.”76

75 Naser, F., Palestine General Federation of Trade Unions (PGFTU), Public Affairs Dep. and Coordinator of ILO activities, on March 21st,
2005
76 Interview with Doudine, K. M., International Labour Organisation (ILO), Representative West Bank & Gaza Strip, on March 11th, 2005
77 Interview with Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20 th, 2005
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IX. CONNECTION WITH THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE
UNION MOVEMENT
1. PGFTU Affiliation Agreements with
Global Union Federations (GUFs)

sents over 151 million workers in 233 affiliated organisations in 152 countries and territories. Meetings take place twice a year in Brussels. The PGFTU

There are wide relations between Palestinian Trade

has also lately been elected as a member in the

Unions and GUFs. The PGFTU is a member of the

steering council of the ICFTU.

International Confederation of the Free Trade Unions’ (ICFTU) executive board. The ICFTU repre-

The following PGFTU national unions are affiliated with GUFs:

Municipality and public institution workers’ union:
Public Services International (PSI)
Petrochemicals workers’ union:
International Federation of Chemical, Energy, Mine and General Workers’ Unions (ICEM)
Health workers’ union:
Public Services International (PSI)
Transportation workers’ union:
International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF)
Building and construction union:
International Federation of Building and Wood Workers (IFBWW)
Printing and graphic workers’ union:
International Federation of Journalists (IFJ)
Banks and insurance workers’ union:
Union Network International (UNI)
Mechanical and electricity workers’ union:
International Metalworkers’ Federation (IMF)

2. Cooperation between Trade Unions and
the International Trade Union Movement

say that the cooperation between the Palestinian
trade unions and the international trade union
movement is very successful.”

The cooperation between the PGFTU and the inter-

In the Arab world, the PGFTU has contacts with

national trade unions began in 1985 during the First

trade unions in Jordan, Lebanon, Bahrain, Tunisia,

Intifada as members of the international commu-

Algeria, Morocco and Yemen. There was also an

nity expressed their solidarity with the Palestinian

important fund established by Saudi Arabia. The

cause. In the following three years PGFTU received

fund included 500,000 food baskets for unemployed

about 1000 delegation members. From that time

workers (each worth 35 US dollars), 120 US dollars

on PGFTU has tried systematic cooperation and

per family per year for 20,000 families (especially

considers the PGFTU delegations to the GUFs as

for large families with more than 8 family members).

messengers of the Palestinian workers/people.

900,000 jobs were created for unemployed workers

Fathi Naser, the PGFTU Public Affairs Officer

and 370,000 people received free health insurance

and Coordinator of ILO activities explains: “We can

through this project, also supported by Syria. Shaher
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Saed elaboates: “Prince Amir Najjaf, the Saudi

money was stopped after three months. Three mil-

Arabian interior minister, gave us this support. It

lion US Dollars were scheduled for every month. In

was a change in Saudi Arabian policy to work to-

total there are now 18 million US Dollars in the bank

gether with us as a trade union as they do not have

waiting to be spent. It is a real shame that all those

trade unions themselves. However, Israel asked

projects have been going down since 2003 because

the US to stop the money flow and the US forbid

of US pressure.”78

Saudi Arabia to give money for ‘terrorists’, and the

78 Interview with Saed, S., at the PGFTU headquarters in Nablus on March 21st, 2005
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X. CONCLUSION

The Future of the Trade Unions in Palestine:
Expectations & Visions
The Palestinian trade unions have come a long way
from where they started in 1920. The trade union
movement faces many challenges ahead. Externally they have to cope with obstacles such as the
Israeli occupation, high unemployment and poverty in the Palestinian territories. Internally the
reforms which aim at becoming more independent
from the government and more democratic are on
their way. With the election of the new Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas, the subsequent Sharmel-Sheikh agreement signed with former Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and the Gaza-Disengagement, a new chapter is beginning in the
ongoing conflict between Israel and the Palestinian
Authority. The PGFTU’s stance on peace is based
on the UN resolutions and peaceful coexistence in
a two-state solution.
The trade union movement can play a constructive part in the democratisation process in the
Palestinian territories. This special role is regarded
as a positive challenge for the future by the Palestinian trade unions as Fathi Naser, the PGFTU public
relations spokesperson, outlines:
“When we study the future prospects we see
huge responsibilities and wide duties to assist and
serve our workers. But we are satisfied that we are
on the right side because we are performing activities that rich and big federations in the world have
not faced. Our tasks and aims will focus on labour
matters. Elections, democracy, gender, capacity
building of unions, workers’ rights, laws and systems will be the main fields. This situation has
forced the trade unions to struggle in many fields:
First to perform the traditional duties of the union;
second to secure assistance to the workers; third to
find jobs for them and fourth to find and implement
new laws such as those on social security. We try
our best to build the capacity of the unions, to have
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an efficient and capable cadre who can lead the
unions for future on the basis of democracy. Thanks
to the assistance of our friends in the world we are
building and will continue to build the Palestinian
unions.”79
The director of the Democracy and Workers’
Rights Center, Barghouthi, is also positive about the
future despite the diverse difficulties lying ahead of
the union movement in Palestine: “I certainly believe
in the future of Palestinian trade unions. With a
quarter million organised workers (40% of the labour class), we can become stronger than any of
the political factions. Especially with international
support we believe that we can achieve a lot. But
we need to have a democratic trade union which is
independent from the government and the political
factions. One problem we are faced with is that we
are not an industrial country and can therefore just
afford small workshops and short-term employment. But nonetheless, the future starts now in
terms of organising workers in a good structure that
reflects the labour force.”80
In order for the Palestinian workers to become
the leading force in a broad democratic coalition,
the precondition is a genuinely mass-based, democratic and independent trade union movement. At
the moment the trade union movement in the Palestinian territories is fragmented, typical for countries in transition. Overcoming this split will be a
difficult task. It has been shown in cases of trade
unions in Eastern European countries such as Bulgaria and the Czech Republic that a unification of
the different organisations can only be successful
to a limited extent.81 However, many steps are being taken in a positive direction. Workshops dealing
with topics that are of interest to all members of the
trade union movement can help to create discussion
forums which can serve as a base for future cooperation. At the end of the day Barghouthi may be
right in saying: “The future of the trade union is not
me or Shaher, it’s the workers!”82

Naser, F., Palestine General Federation of Trade Unions (PGFTU), Public Affairs Dep. and Coordinator of ILO activities, on March 21st, 2005
Interview with Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20 th, 2005
According to Mund, H., Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES), Dept. for Eastern Europe, on November 8th, 2005
Interview with Barghouthi, H., The Democracy & Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine (DWRC), General Director, on April 20 th, 2005
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Apendix: Contact Addresses
DWRC – The Democracy &
Workers’ Rights Center in Palestine
General Director: Hasan Barghouthi
Tel.: 02-2952608 / 4987
Fax: 02-2952985
Email: info@dwrc.org
Website: http://www.dwrc.org
Addr.: P.O. Box 876, Ramallah
PGFTU – National Unions: (affiliated with ICFTU)
General Federation of Trade Unions in Palestine
(est. 1965)
West Bank:
Sec. Gen.: Shaher Saed
Tel.: 09-2385136/7868
Fax: 09-2384374
Email: pgftu@pgftu.org
Website: http://www.pgftu.org
Addr.: Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus
Gaza: Rasem Al-Bayyari
Tel.: 08-2854250/1/240
Fax: 08-2854240
Email: pgftu-g@palnet.com
Branches:
Bethlehem:
Rep: Mahmoud Abu Odeh
Tel. & Fax: 02-2770462
Email: pgftu@yahoo.com
Addr.: Abu Ayash Building,
opposite to the Higher Education Building
Gaza:
Tel.: 08-2854251
08-2458047/2854251
Hebron:
Rep: Samur Alnatsha
Tel.: 02-2226455
Addr.: Bal Alzawyeh – Market of Palestine
Jericho:
Rep: Wael Nathif
Tel.: 02-2321328
Addr.: Maghtas Street

Jenin:
Rep: Bayer Said
Tel.: 04-2436455
Addr.: University Street – Sanouri Building
Jerusalem:
Rep: Ahmed Shkeir
Tel.: 02-6283147
Fax: 02-6264580
Email: pgftuj@yahoo.com
Addr.: Salah Aldin Street, Sharif Building
Nablus:
Rep: Naser Yunis
Tel.: 09-2385877/3833
Fax: 09-2385878
Email: wrc@palnet.com
Addr.: Ummr Almukhtar Street
Qaliqilia:
Rep: Mahmoud Dhiab
Tel.: 09-2942783
Fax: 09-2942564
Addr.: Almaqbara Street – near the Shayma’
School
Ramallah:
Rep: Hussein Alfuqaha’
Tel.: 02-2965865
Fax: 02-2989684
Addr: Alawdeh Street, opposite to Alkhatib Building
Salfeet:
Rep: Ala’ Yunis
Tel.: 09-2515624
Addr.: Near the Interior Office, Alhindi Building
Tubas:
Rep: Ibrahim Draghmeh
Tel: 2573033
Addr.: Almaqbara Street, near Shahid Mosque
Tulkarm:
Rep: Bilal Dhawbeh
Tel. & Fax: 09-2672646
Addr.: Ummr AlKhatab Street – Barid Building
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1. National Food and Agricultural Workers’
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7. National Metal Industries and Electricity

Union

Workers’ Union

Email: foodu@pgftu.org

Head: Salah Abu Qteesh

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868

Email: metalu@pgftu.org

Fax: 09-2384374

Tel.: 02-6269333/335/330

Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus

Fax: 02-6282441/6262441
15 Salah Eddin St., PO Box 19118, Jerusalem

2. National Tourism Service Workers’ Union
Head: Khaled Abu Helal

8. National Building and Construction Union

Email: tourismu@pgftu.org

Head: Shaher Saed

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868

Email: shaher@pgftu.org

Fax: 09-2384374

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868

Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus

Fax: 09-2384374
Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus

3. National Chemical Workers’ Union
Head: Mohamad Elhazam

9. National Post & Telecommunication

Email: Chemicalsu@pgftu.org

Workers’ Union

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868

Head: Nabeel Jenawi

Fax: 09-2384374

Email: telecomu@pgftu.org

Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868
Fax: 09-2384374

4. National Textile and Garment Workers’ Union

Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus

Head: Na’em Jamoos
Email: textileu@pgftu.org

10. National Banks & Insurance Workers’ Union

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868

Head: Khaled abed Elhaq

Fax: 09-2384374

Email: banku@pgftu.org

Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868
Fax: 09-2384374

5. National Public Service Workers’ Union

Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus

Head: Husain Foqaha
Email: Husain@pgftu.org

11. National Printing & Media Workers’ Union

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868

Head: Na’em Jamoos

Fax: 09-2384374

Email: textileu@pgftu.org

Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868
Fax: 09-2384374

6. National Health Service Workers’ Union

Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus

Head: Abla Masrujeh
Email: abla@pgftu.org

12. National Transportation Workers’ Union

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868

Head: Nasser Youniss

Fax: 09-2384374

Email: transportationu@pgftu.org

Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868
Fax: 09-2384374
Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus
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13. National Mechanical Workers’ Union
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Jenin:

Email: Mechanicalu@pgftu.org

Member: Nawal Abu Jaghab

Tel.: 09-2385136/7868

Tel. & Fax: 04-2436925

Fax: 09-2384374
Rahbat St., PO Box 1216, Nablus
14. General Union of Palestinian Teachers –
Secretary General
Secretary General’s Office:
Sec. Gen.: Jamil Shehadeh

Jericho:
Member: Fathi Abu Hamad
Mobile: 059-797409
Jerusalem:
Member: Mohammed Suwwan
Tel. & Fax: 02-5823877

Tel. & Fax: 02-2409493

Nablus:

Email: gupt_palestine@hotmail.com

Member: Bassam Na’eem

Ramallah:

Tel. & Fax: 09-2393432

Member: Ghazaleh Arar

Qalqilia:

Tel. & Fax: 02-2987352

Member: Na’eem Al Ashqar

Email: ghazaleharar@hotmail.com

Tel. & Fax: 09-2944918

Bethlehem:

Email: Gupt_Qalqilia_branch@hotmail.com

Member: Hazem Qumsieh

Salfit:

Tel. & Fax: 02-2777972

Member: Nafez Ayoub

Gaza:

Tel. & Fax: 09-2399270

Member: Walid Dahlan

Tulkarm:

Tel. & Fax: 08-2860057

Member: Jamal Ya’coub

Hebron:

Tel. & Fax: 09-2680880

Member: Shafiq Abu Hamad

Tubas:

Tel. & Fax: 02-2250697

Member: Ibrahim Daraghmeh

South Hebron:
Member: Yaser Doudin
Tel. & Fax: 0599-676530

Tel. & Fax: 09-2574043

Founded in 1925 as Germany’s first political
foundation, the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES)
is a private, non-profit organisation committed to the precepts of social democracy. It
bears the name of the first democratically
elected president of Germany, Friedrich Ebert,
preserving his legacy: the promotion of freedom, solidarity and social justice through
the political process. The FES undertakes to
carry out this mission in Germany and
abroad through its programmes promoting
political education, international cooperation,
study and research.
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